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International Quds Day portrays great wisdom and insightfulness of Imam Khomeini 

Several political analysts believe that Imam Khomeini confronted the plots and conspiracies 

hatched by the arrogant powers against the Muslim nations by declaring last Friday from 

blessed month of Ramadan as an International Quds Day.  

 

Background for special magazine 

This issue of special magazine comes as 

Israeli tanks and warplanes keep 

pounding the besieged enclave. At least 

78 Palestinians have been killed on 

Monday alone. 

This brings to nearly 600 the total death 

toll from more than two weeks of Israeli 

attacks on the Gaza Strip. Over 3000 

Palestinians have also been injured in the 

onslaught. 

The majority of victims are civilians 

including women, children and the 

elderly.  

 

Imam Khomeini’s struggle against apartheid regime of Israel 

In fact, the struggle against the Zionism, a movement based on racial discrimination, is 

considered an essential pillar of Imam's thoughts. One of the significance points in this regard 

is that Imam insisted on paying attention to the International intellectuals from all lifestyles 

that hold common views on the issue. This aspect places the issue beyond the national and 

religious bindings, which would provide a suitable seedbed for the all-human contemplation 

on the Palestine issue and prompt unity in the Islamic society and peace among the 

international community. Imam emphasized that the 'Quds Day' was "an international day 

and would not specifically be limited to only the Qods issue." 

 

Imam sought to set pattern for global peace 

The Islamic revolution of Iran has set a long-term pragmatic strategy in a bid to launch a 

justice-based peace in the region and reclaim the rights of the oppressed Palestinian nation. 

The strategy aims at countering almost a century-long Zionist plot that has shattered the lives 

of Palestinians. The proposed peace strategic plan predicts the delivery of justice to the 

Palestinians and maintains peace in their predecessors land. This would apparently uphold a 

balance of power in the Middle East region and its habitants would benefit from significant 
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stability. As a result, the people in the region would undertake serious efforts in 

implementing the ideals of Imam Khomeini led greater revolution that intended a truthful 

liberated life by snubbing any eastern or western pressure. 

  

Imam Khomeini confronted vicious plots of Israeli regime  

 

Given that fact, an announcement by the founder of the Islamic Republic, Imam Khomeini, to 

mark the International "Quds Day" could be viewed as his comprehensive strategy aimed at 

confronting the Zionism' conspiracies which had sought the destruction of the Palestinians 

and eradication of the Islamic 

symbols form the holy land. 

 

The Zionists' unjust schemes 

are not restricted to this land 

but they have also been 

pursuing an expansion policy to 

other Muslim lands as well. The 

Zionists greed policies have 

posed serious challenges to the 

regional and global security. 

The declaration of the last Friday from holy month of Ramadan as an "International Qods 

Day" served greater interest of the Muslim community and Palestinians instead of serving 

limited national or ethnic visions. 

 

Imam set ambitions and aspirations for Palestinian people  

 

The revolution victory in Iran made evident that acknowledgment of the Palestinians' rights 

and return of land to its real inhabitants was sole solution to these historical crises. As a 

result, the people belonging to various lifestyles, including women, children, clergymen and 

intellectuals kick started a coordinated movement against Zionists' bullying and bullet policy 

after being inspired by the experience of the mobilized struggle of the Iranian masses against 

the Shah-led tyrant monarch system.  

 

The Palestinians boosted their combat against the Zionism to a significant level by benefiting 

from Friday congregations and using mosques as bases. The involvement of above-mentioned 

decisive factors and people's contribution to the resistance movement highlighted the issue on 

the international arena.  
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The very first resistance movement known as the 'Great Intifada' was launched in 1987 that 

continued until 1991. The second resistance movement, which began in 2000, became 

popular as 'Aqsa Intifada'. The latter movement emerged following the fruitless so-called 

peace negotiation between Arabs and Israel. The struggle reflected the frustration and 

disappointment of the Palestinians who became disappointed of any backing by the Arab 

regimes that were passive to the Palestinian issue. The negligence could easily be viewed 

among the Arabs head of states during the summit in Jordanian capital, Oman, in 1987. 

There, for the first time, the Palestinian issue became of its secondary nature, instead of that 

they threw their weight behind Iraq in its imposed war against the Islamic republic, and 

opposition to Iran was placed 

at top of the agenda. 

Meanwhile, the people of 

Palestine who had become 

frustrated of the Palestinian 

Liberation Front (P.L.O) 

performance since it had 

abandoned the resistance 

against the Zionist regime, 

and restricted itself to 

engaging in unproductive 

political games in order to 

settle the issue. Another 

decisive factor involved in 

formation of second 'Intifada' 

was the Islam and growing 

hope among the people that the resistance can deliver desirable results. It was obvious that 

without relying on people the occurrence of the revolution would be impossible. It happened 

after previous political games were not able to bring about a miraculous outcome. Therefore, 

Imam Khomeini guidance and leadership influenced the occupied Palestine like many other 

countries. The influence of the Islamic revolution became evident than any other place since 

the Palestinian Muslims under the Zionists' savage rule had been turned more oppressed and 

downtrodden than other Muslim nations. Imam's support made them learnt that the Muslim 

community can rise up inspiring by Islam and can gain victory again. However, according to 

Imam, liberation of Quds from clutches of the Zionist regime would only require some span 

of time. 

'Intifada' resistance movement did not remain restricted to the urban areas and refugees' 

camps, but spread to remote villages as well. In the past, the Palestinians struggle was limited 

to sole social reform and has had never characteristics of a revolution. 
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The freedom activists belonging to 'Intifada' movement believed that the rulers and power 

retainers could not be representatives of the young generation's inspirations. The frustration 

among wandering Palestinian youth reached to such an extent, as they were forced to 

concluding that they had nothing 

to loose. This was the starting 

point for the launch of the 

resistance movement. As a 

result, the outcome of the 

Imam's practical politics and its 

influence on Palestinian nation's 

movement could be seen as in 

following events. 

Mobilization of the public and 

clergymen: Widespread 

mobilizations of traditional and 

non-governmental urban 

movements across Iran are 

considered a potential power 

effective in bringing about great 

social changes in the society. 

Moreover, by relying on people 

power, Imam did not pursue the 

existing norms such as formation 

of political groupings or guerilla 

movements with intention of 

pressing his agenda ahead. 

However, by benefiting ordinary 

existing entities of society, he 

made the common people aware of the struggle's objectives. In fact, the ties among the 

Iranian masses were not cemented through organized combative institutions, but it happened 

through Imam's unprecedented courageous way of perceptive communication, which was 

understandable for all walks of society including illiterate people. On the same pattern, the 

Palestinian resistance was formed at the juncture of history when decades long, non-

indigenous political and diplomatic efforts had  

reached to a dead end in reviving the Palestinians rights, and non-religious ideologies had 

suffered serious blow in organizing the masses and resources of the land.  

For instance, by relying on masses generated movements, the Islamic Revolution proved the 

ever-emerging weak points and contradictions among the bullying powers. This issue became 

more evident when the US threw its weight behind Shah-led regime against people-oriented 

and the most independent revolution of the century. In the same way, 'Intifada' has played the 

same role in highlighting the existing theoretical and practical contradictions among the pro-
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Israeli systems. Such contradictions become more obvious when so-called democratic 

systems throw their support behind the Zionists' crimes against the people who are willing to 

take destiny in their own hands. 

The method of combat: the awakening process in Palestinians' resistance, as an initial step, 

resembles to the Islamic revolution in Iran. However, some of its motives were different from 

the Iranian revolution. This is while the generation of young Palestinians has stepped in the 

political and social 

arena after 

experiencing a 

humiliating life under 

the Zionists tyrant 

rule.  

By means of military 

might, and spreading 

propaganda among 

the Palestinians, 

Zionist regime gave 

impression that any 

change in the current 

state of affairs was 

impossible. 

In such circumstances when Israel campaigned hard to earn acknowledgement of its 

existence, and undertook serious efforts to demonstrate the occupied land as a stable on 

domestic and regional level, in the meantime, the Muslim combatants in Iran toppled 

Mohammad Rida Pahlavi-led regime that was treacherous to the Palestine's ideals. The Shah 

oust in Iran tuned into an important event that helped Palestinians in setting their future 

strategy for struggle in the occupied land. The new generation had nothing except legacy of 

pains and sufferings, but they were gifted with particular talent, which helped in drawing new 

bright horizons for the nation. 

 Muslims' growing senility toward Quds issue, wakefulness of regional nations and Imam and 

revolution's support for Palestine were positive signs for the struggle.  

Moreover, most significant was picking up of patterns from the people struggle in Iran, which 

was previously considered a stable island under the US and western dominance. On the other 

hand, since this generation in the occupied land had suffered more pains, accordingly, they 

were also gifted with high-level of awareness, and were able to present a rational assessment 

of the circumstances by comparing the present Palestinian movements with the past. The 

frustrated and annoyed people in the occupied land that had been mobilized in mosques and 

religious centers resisted with pieces of stones against the advanced weapons, and embraced 

death while smile on their face. This norm of struggle played an important role in 

advancement of the movement despite the great losses. Even, the specialists of physiological 
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war do not have potential to counter such type of struggle, since it transforms signals of fear 

and disappointment from its own court to the enemy's ground, and brings destruction to 

enemy with its own hand. 

The declaration of the International 'Quds Day' by Imam Khomeini was a good tiding for 

reviving the Palestine struggle. A brief look at Imam's message will highlight the importance 

of issue regarding the topic.  

 

Imam Khomeini’s message on Quds Day  

 

I call the world Muslims and the Islamic governments to join the Palestinians in order to 

segregate the Zionist regime and its supporters. I declare the last Friday from the holy month 

of Ramadan as International Quds day, and invite the Muslims around the globe to hold 

rallies in solidarity with the Palestine and in favor of their legal rights on that day. I hope that 

the holy day, which is religiously, coincided with the "decree days" could determine the 

destiny of Palestinians as well. 

Imam’s dynamic thought triggered Islamic Awakening  

 

If we have a look at the political and cultural issues of the Middle East region, particularly the 

Palestine issue, we find out that the Islamic revolution found its real place among the 

Muslims and revival movements across the world by setting an example of civilized and 

people-oriented struggle. Therefore, the importance of Palestine issue in Imam Words 

especially delivered on declaring an International Quds Day, is of worth to be contemplated.  
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The ever-lasting initiative by Imam in regard with declaring an International Quds Day would 

emphasize on an all-out opposition of the Muslim World against the existence of Israel.  

This day became a source of compassion and integration among the Muslim World. In this 

way, a significant step toward the Islamic unity was taken which leveled the grounds for a 

united Muslim community excluding the ethnic and national connections. 

Quds Day launched a great 

physiological war against the 

Zionist regime and played a role 

of the most effective people-

oriented pressure tool against the 

Zionist regime, and forced them 

to hold back their greed plans. 

The Quds Day is a big event that 

undermines the legitimacy of 

Israel. The each year mark would 

grab the Muslims attention 

toward the strategic thoughts of 

Imam, and would voice concerns 

about illegitimate nature of Israel to the world. This day also brings a relief to the believers' 

heart. On the other hand, the video footage of hundreds of thousands of protesters across the 

world would spread a physiological insecurity against the Zionist regime. 

'Quds Day' has underlined the Palestine issue beyond its national aspect and has granted it 

with an international status. The Zionist regime has long campaigned to degrade the issue as a 

national conflict between Israel and Arabs. Nevertheless, a clear stance by Imam as a 

prominent religious and academic personality injected a fresh spirit to forgotten Islamic 

perspectives in struggle against Israel. Imam's guidance produced positive results, and 

accordingly Palestinian fighters heeded to the Islamic option instead of nationalistic or 

western inclinations. 

One of the precious and irreplaceable heritage issues of Imam Khomeini is the universal and 

international day of Quds. The announcement of such an issue in a special time framework 

origins from Imam Khomeini's deep political thought and pure mystical inception, which 

represents the mixture and blend of religion and politics that would never be separated from 

each other. Imam Khomeini's unique attitude towards the Zionist regime originated from his 

great and multi-dimensional knowledge regarding the Zionist nature and essence.  Quds Day 

is the convention with eternal ideals of Imam Khomeini and the oath of allegiance with 

revolution's leader. In this day, the Islamic nation, once again, initiates relations with Islamic 

ideological thoughts of Imam Khomeini and states to the world that this movement will never 

stop its plans. 

 

The selection of last Friday as "World Quds Day" from the founder of the Islamic Republic 

has great significance from viewpoint of timing because the participants of rallies are fasting 
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people that would give the rally a special holiness. The Quds Day is placed among the nights 

and days of 'Qadr', and it is the night which is according to Quranic expression better than 

one thousands months and full of spirituality. This is the night when the whole of the holy 

Quran was revealed to the holy prophet. Moreover, the divine angels and the Great Spirit 

descend down from heavens in order to determine the fate of individual and social lives of 

people and societies. The spiritual peace and security prevails and encompasses the human 

beings from dawn to dust. 

 

The Muslims and other people chant a plentiful of slogans, which are triggered from the 

heart of the anti-oppression religion of Islam, and these slogans on the last Friday of 

Ramadan. These slogans from all over the world target the black point of Israel and besiege 

this occupier Zionist regime. The demonstrators and participants draw a barrier around the 

selfishness desires of Israel by chanting their slogans of "God is great". They shake the pillars 

of brutal Zionist regime with monotheistic words and slogans. 

 

The Quds Day is designed to declare the dangers the Zionism poses to the Muslim world and 

its holy sanctuaries. The crimes of Israel are reminded to all on this day. The denial and 

doubts about occurrence of cruelty from humankind mind departs and replaces with 

knowledge and awareness of repeated painful incidents being taking place in the occupied 

territories. The warning bells about killing of people are ranged and the sound of that rings 

disturbs the clam of ears. The street demonstrations warn about the dangers posed by the 

occupation of Israel. 

 

It will besiege Israel, and Zionist regime is surrounded by loud voices of Allah Akbar (God is 

great). Finally, the monotheistic words and expressions will shake the brutal rule of Israel. 

 

The other aspect of this issue is the state of the oppressed Palestinian whose words come out 

from other Muslims' mouths. The sounds of the injured and poor people of Palestine are 

spread in Islamic countries. In this day, the Muslims out of Palestine, call the injustice for 

poor, oppressed Palestinian, and remained those who are deprived of the basic human rights. 

Discrimination is completely obvious in their personal and social life aspects and every day 

the scope of poverty, richness, stone and gun extends much more than before. 

 

In front of the colonists' cruelty, the Muslims should not be silent since their atrocity will 

increase. The special groups of murdering continue their slaughter more darely and easily. If 

people revolt against such bloodthirstiness, the least effect would be the understanding of the 

world's liberals about their terrible and aggressive behaviors. Quds Day is millions of 

Muslims marching against Israel's improvidence. 

 

On Quds Day, the line of faithful is separated from the infidels. Those who object to 

oppression symbol in their hearts and thoughts will express their feeling in action and speech. 

In this day, people are examined via their words, actions, and their love to Palestine and the 

detesting feels to Israel. Those who believe Israel as the humanity and Muslims' enemy join 

to demonstrators' lines and practice Imam Ali's words: "Show your animosity towards 

oppressor and be helpful to oppressed ones." 

 

On Quds Day, people from all over the world join to each other. The slogans of "Death to 

Israel" and "Down with America" weakens the enemies' power. People from every nation, 

race, and religion step forward regardless of their social, political place and voice their 

support for the Palestinians. 
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The demonstrators chant the following slogans 'God is great', 'there is no God, but Allah', 

'Mohmammad (s.a) is Allah's prophet' and "Israel is the enemy of God". This symbol of the 

united Ummah, which recall us of another Abraham's dawn, will enlighten the ray of hope in 

the hearts of Palestinian combatants and will level the way for struggle. 

 

Quds Day is a prelude towards establishing the oppressed party on the earth. The world's 

oppressed and poor people take part in the demonstration and hope for the restoring 

Palestinians' rights. Quds Day relates to more than one geographical point in the word but it 

is the symbol of thought, and strategy of performing the tasks for the world's oppressed 

people. Their ultimate goal is to maintain close ties with God and end up in a humanly noble 

life. They are real monotheists who only have piety and fear of God in their hearts and know 

no one more influential except Him. 

 


